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Abstract—This paper presents an implementation of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for acoustic fingerprints recognition, applied to the identification of marine vessels. In many cases, the vessel recognition process from an audible signal is performed by human operators, which could lead to failures in the identification process. Before entering the ANN classification process, the signal is filtered and its spectral characteristics are extracted. A comparison of the classification process between three types of neural networks is presented.

Index Terms—Acoustic fingerprint, FFT, PCA, ANN, feed-forward backpropagation, RBF, PNN.

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of merchant vessels from an audible signal is one of the main tasks within the operations of underwater units. A human operator performs this process, which could lead to failures in the identification process due to factors such as physiological limitations, subjectivity in interpretation, emotional condition and noise present in the signal.

Therefore, poor identification cause misinformation and compromise the integrity of the submarine, the crew aboard it, and even the support staff that is requested for a specific action. Thus, the need for an automatic identification system to assist the operator is imperative to ensure safety and tactical coordination regarding specific operations.

The sound produced by a vessel is mainly caused by its impeller machinery and cavitation caused by the propeller. These sounds are unique to each type of vessel and therefore such information may be used for identification and tracking purposes. This signal is a stationary process given its characteristics of variation and its period [1–3], consequently, signal spectral analysis techniques have proven to be useful to differentiate and classify boats.

Section 2 presents related work. The proposed approach for the recognition of three types of vessels from its acoustic fingerprint is presented in Section 3. It involves the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to extract the acoustic characteristics of the signal, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method to reduce the dimension of extracted features and finally a classifier using ANN. Various tests were performed to evaluate the performance of each type of network in the process and these are presented in Section 4.

II. RELATED WORKS

Some techniques implemented for the automatic detection of boats are based on the extraction of features in the frequency domain. Some authors implement FFT, as in [4] to extract features. Using an omnidirectional hydrophone the power spectral density is extracted, for a moving object. With this information, a feed-forward neural network is trained.

Similarly, in [5] FFT is implemented to recognize acoustic fingerprint. This information is compared with a digital soundwaves database, which has been gathered for comparison and identification purposes.

In [6] equipment for the detection of UBA (Underwater Breathing Apparatus) is designed by acoustic signals. The acquired data were processed using Minimum Variance no Distortion Response (MVDR) techniques and the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC). Likewise, in [7] information from sonars is processed such that the amplitude spectrum is removed, then PCA is aimed to separate sets of boats, and the most significant components are used as input to a neural network applied for non-linear classification.

However, spectral analysis is not the only method used; autoregressive models are also used. In [8], authors use spectral information to design an autoregressive model or ARMA.

In [9], a method of treatment of the signal is developed to
Artificial Neural Networks have a particular and important place in the classification stage of many of the strategies described in literature. In particular, [10] uses Kohonen neural network with smoothed spectral data and differences between components of order k as inputs.

In [11], a classification system based on neural networks for object recognition from a sound signal was used. The results suggest that the typical indoor objects can be distinguished on a range of distances with high accuracy based only on the information in the ultrasound echoes.

In [12], a method based on neural networks for detection and classification of underwater mines using sonar images is proposed. The cited articles show a successful classification rate higher than 90% using neural networks.

Likewise, in [13] a neural network scheme with supervised and unsupervised learning is used, so that the performances among these are compared, given the same spectral information in input.

The technological and scientific advances continue developing but despite the high value that acoustic fingerprints vessels have, publications regarding these applications are limited. The researches mentioned in this section present several applications using Neural Networks in the pattern recognition, but the use of techniques in the fingerprint acoustic recognition of vessel is limited. In this article we propose a vessel identification process using spectral features and ANN classifier, from acoustics signals generated by the own vessel.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In order to identify acoustic fingerprints the stages of the pattern recognition process is developed: filtering, extraction and selection of features and finally classification. In these stages, well-known audio signal processing techniques are implemented. Figure 1 shows the techniques used at each stage and the results.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of the proposed approach for recognition of acoustic fingerprint.](image)

Initially, a database is generated with the reduced feature space, in order to perform the training of the ANN. Each audio sample is filtered, and then a vector of initial characteristics by applying the FFT to the filtered signal is obtained. The dimension of features is reduced using PCA and finally an ANN performs the classification process. This net is previously trained with the initial database. The next subsections present the techniques used in each stage.

A. Filtering

Due to acquisition hardware, acoustic signals have noise in frequency of 60 Hz and its harmonics. However, the representative frequencies generated by each boat are values higher than the 1000 Hz, and then it is necessary to apply a high pass filtering in order to eliminate the low frequency noise. This initial stage is suitable, because the next stages will work only with the representative frequencies of each signal, which facilitates the process of recognition.

In this case, the applied filter is FIR, taking into account the advantage presented in [14]: FIR systems are always stable, they are suited to multi-rate applications and they can design to yield a linear phase response. This filter use a window type Hamming, high-pass, order 100 and a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz. These parameters are selected by testing to the original acoustic signal such that a suitable filtered signal is obtained.

B. Feature Extraction [15]

Aim to identify the boat is necessary to extract features of the signal which allows characterize each pattern and classify the boat. The original audio signal is reduced to 3000 samples, which is a representative data frame of the signal. Then convolution is performed with a Hamming window to reduce the undesirable effects of the rectangular window [16]. FFT is applied to the resulting signal; this transform yields real and complex values: the real values represent the distribution of the frequency components while the complex values carry information on the phase of the components [17].

This information is adequate to represent the acquired audio signal. In this stage 512 Fourier coefficients are extracted, but this amount is reduced aim to distinguish the three sources sound using only the discriminant features. Then, it is necessary to use a selecting process to define the most significant features, which allows discriminate the three input signals.

C. Feature Selection [15]

In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space produced from the FFT algorithm applied to the audio signals, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used. PCA is a data analysis technique that is used in order to extract the discriminant features from a large data set [18]. In this case the number of features used in classification is tested from 256 to 64 first principal components aim to select the adequate size.

There are different algorithms for calculating the principal components of a data set, however the one used in this case is based on eigenvalue decomposition.
IV. CLASSIFICATION

Once feature selection of all the database signals is completed, these features are used to train the ANN. After several re-training process, the ANN with the highest performance is selected [19].

Other set of acoustic signals are used to measure the performance of the neural network; this set is different to the training set. A comparison of hit rate between three different types of neural network classifier and the k-nearest neighbor (KNN) is performed. These neural networks are Feed-forward Backpropagation, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN).

− Feed-forward networks have one or more hidden layers of sigmoid neurons followed by an output layer of linear neurons. Multiple layers of neurons with nonlinear transfer functions allow the network to learn nonlinear and linear relationships between input and output vectors [20].

− The RBF is a feed forward network, consists of one input layer, hidden layer and the output layer. The RBF is different from the ordinary feed forward networks in calculating the activations of hidden neurons. The activations at the hidden neurons are computed by using the exponential of distance measures [21]. In this case, the net input to the transfer function is the vector distance between its weight vector w and the input vector p, multiplied by the bias b. The transfer function for a radial basis neuron is exponential.

− The PNN consists of input layer, two hidden layers, and an output layer. The process based classification that differentiates PNN and RBF is that PNN works on the estimation of probability density function [21]. When an input is presented, the first layer computes distances from the input vector to the training input vectors, and produces a vector whose elements indicate how close the input is to a training input. The second layer sums these contributions for each class of inputs to produce as its net output a vector of probabilities. Finally, a competitive transfer function on the output of the second layer picks the maximum of these probabilities, and produces a 1 for that class and a 0 for the other classes [22].

V. RESULTS

All stages proposed in Figure 1 were performed in Matlab 7.11. In Figure 2, the spectrum of the signal without filtering is shown, where the harmonics of the frequency of 60Hz are predominant and below, the filtered signal is shown where the 60Hz harmonics are eliminated. The used filter was described in subsection III.A.

Although higher frequencies of 1kHz, 60Hz harmonics are also present, the dominant signal is typical of each vessel, facilitating the subsequent classification process.

In the training process of the ANN, 1500 samples, 500 of each type of vessel used to identify. To determine the performance of the network created 1500 different samples were used and tested in the classification process.

Fig. 2. Spectrum of the acoustic signal from a vessel. Top: original spectrum, below: filtered spectrum
The propagation constant for RBF and PNN was set at 1. The Feed-Forward Backpropagation neural network was set with the following parameters:

- 1 hidden layer sigmoid.
- 20 neurons in the hidden layer.
- Training function: Leveberg-Marquardt optimization.
- Transfer function: Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid.

Table 1 presents a comparison between the hit percentages for each type of neural network classifier and KNN in each case varying the number of Fourier coefficients used (\(nfft\)).

### TABLE 1. HIT RATE WITH DIFFERENT NFFT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nfft</th>
<th>Feed-Fordward Backpropagation</th>
<th>Radial Basis</th>
<th>Probabilistic</th>
<th>KNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>86.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>85.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>84.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
<td>80.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using 256 coefficients Feed-Forward and RBF neural networks presented a higher performance that using 512; this can be explained due to some features (coefficients) are not distinctive and it can conduce to a misclassification.

An adequate threshold for \(nfft\) can be considered 128 value and upper, but a value higher than 512 could have a lower or equal performance that this value, with more computational cost.

Traditional metrics for the quality of the classification method are the hit rate and the confusion matrix which conveys information relative to this rate [23]. Taking into account the values of the confusion matrix, the graphics of the Figure 3 were obtained. The hit rate of the classifiers for each class of vessel to identify is drawn for different \(nfft\) values.

This graphics shows that the Feed-forward and Radial Basis classifiers have a higher hit rate that the PNN classifier. For Class 1 and 2, KNN classifier presented better performance that the PNN classifier. In all \(nfft\) cases, the Feed-forward network had the highest hit rate for the identification of the vessel Class 3.

Then, for this particular recognition case (vessel identification from acoustic fingerprint) using 512 or 256 coefficients, the implementation of Feed-forward and RBF neural networks is suggested; due to these classifiers had a higher hit rate (greater than 90%) than the other ones tested.

### VI. CONCLUSION

A spectral analysis was used for boat recognition using their acoustic fingerprint. A previous filtering process is needed in order to reduce the 60Hz noise in the audio signal.

The FFT was calculated using four different numbers of sampling points (\(nfft\)) in order to set the value that gets higher performance. The hit rate for four each \(nfft\) number was obtained using three different ANN architectures and KNN classifiers.

According to results presented in Table 1 and Figure 3 the Feed-forward and RBF neural networks classifiers have a higher hit rate for three vessel classes, compared with PNN and KNN classifiers.
Using a FIR high-pass filter, 256 coefficients extracted from FFT application and an ANN classifier (Feed-forward or RBF) is possible obtain a good performance in vessel recognition process using the acoustic fingerprint.

It is important to implement the identification proposed approach in an embedded system, which would greatly reduce the processing time and improve the vessel identification process.
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